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	Learning Objective: Students will improve their ability to perform with dynamic contrast based on both music notation and conductor instruction.
	Guiding Question: How do we know how loud or soft to play our instruments between given dynamic markings?
	Differentiation: - Scaffolding in activity 1 leads weaker students from notation to performance.- Pair up students who are on task with off task students in activity 2, advanced students modeling dynamics.- Compacting in activity 3 gives advanced students an opportunity to choose their own responses to interpretive gestures.- Students have a choice of which section to practice for homework
	Homework: Students will perform one of two sections (mm. 9-28 or mm. 29-46) in "Falcon Fanfare" with accurate dynamics in SmartMusic using a custom rubric. The rubric will include a basic assessment score, but will also include points for dynamic contrast and interpretation.
	Teacher Name: Teacher Name
	Subject: Subject
	Date: Date
	Demonstration of Learning (Assessment): By the end of class, we will perform "Falcon Fanfare" mm. 37 to 55 with improved dynamic contrast. Students will also be assessed on their individual ability to follow dynamic markings via a SmartMusic assignment.
	Hook: Warm up on long tones. Play [Fill in the scale or chorale of your choice]. Then play it several times, one time each at pianissimo, piano, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte, and fortissimo.
	Activity: Display examples of notation describing dynamics (dynamic markings, hairpins, "cresc" etc.). For each piece of notation, have one student identify the dynamic marking by name, have another student define the performance instruction, and then have a section of instruments perform it on concert FSections that accurately perform the notation are then asked to evaluate the performance of the next section.
	Assessment: 
	Wrap up: Talk through dynamic changes in measures 37-55 of "Falcon Fanfare," identifying each piece of dynamic notation. Then, have students perform the section while also recognizing dynamic gestures from the podium.
	Objective: 
	Standard: 
	Standard 2: NCAS Anchors 4 & 5
	Activity 3: Have the entire ensemble hold a concert F. Vary your gestures to encourage dynamic response.Have students identify what you did to elicit dynamic change -- did it require notation?Then, use more complex, changing gestures with an advanced student (or two or three) to demonstrate how much more interesting the music becomes when students pay attention to the conductor.Finally, have some students come give gestures to the group.
	Activity 2: Have students pair up within their section and think silently about the question: what needs to happen with my air stream in order to play these dynamic markings?After thinking about it, students will discuss their response with their partner.Finally, return to concert F and play through the dynamic markings on the board as a group, being mindful of air. Ask advanced students to model connecting dynamic markings (for example, performing a crescendo from mezzo piano to forte then performing a decrescendo back to pianissimo).
	Objective 2: - Analyze the structure and context of varied musical works and their implications for performance- Develop personal interpretations that consider creators' intent- Evaluate and refine personal and ensemble performances, individually or in collaboration with others
	Assessment 2: 
	Notes + Materials 2: 
	Notes + Materials: - "Falcon Fanfare" score and parts- SmartMusic, including a custom rubric- pencils


